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Thought about Virtualizing?
You asked for IT
Hugged your Consultant lately

You Asked For IT - Office365
In essence, it's identical to your current Microsoft Office
environment, it just takes your existing Office Suite and
puts it in the cloud for easy remote access. Officially
launched in June of 2011, Office 365 services include
access to a cloud-based version of Exchange, SharePoint,
and Office 2013 Web Apps (web-based versions of
Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and OneNote).

The Last Server You'll Ever
Buy?

Highlights:

Earlier this year, one of our long standing clients made the
decision to virtualize their environment. They not only
wanted to replace their aging hardware to increase the
reliability of their network, they also wanted to experience
minimal downtime. To achieve this, they needed to have a
redundancy plan in place.









After thorough planning, hardware and licensing research
and in depth evaluation by Agility's team a virtual solution
was suggested and swiftly implemented using VMware. The
virtual approach made this client's newly upgraded network
easily scalable. Now they are able to seamlessly add and/or
remove servers while using less energy. This client’s need
to purchase additional physical servers - pun intended virtually vanished!

Access from anywhere
Rich Outlook functionality
Low monthly cost
Business-class security
Robust calendaring
Host online meetings
Easy for teams to collaborate on documents

With the advent and onslaught of cloud offerings, e.g.,
Google Apps and Intermedia, Microsoft entered the arena
with a cost effective way to tap into our world - the small
business segment - with their own always-up-to-date cloud
Service.

As a result, our client saved thousands of dollars over the
long term and they now have a more efficient, robust,
scalable environment and virtualization gave our client the
added benefit of being greener.

Have you met the new guys?

MIKE KOLB - MCITP, dCAA, dCCE, A+, Net+
SENIOR NETWORK CONSULTANT
Mike has several years of technology consulting in addition to many years of accumulative I.T. experience. He has spent
many years architecting leading projects as a senior level consultant focusing on technology and problem solving. Mike has
extensive expertise in numerous Microsoft OS platforms.

DAVID BIEWER
ASSOCIATE NETWORK CONSULTANT

David has great passion for delivering customer service and brings to Agility 7 years of versatile systems administration
experience. His expertise includes both desktop and server support deployment, as well as MS productivity tools. David is a
highly motivated individual driven to fulfill customer satisfaction.
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